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CPE  centrally planned economy
CSO  Central Statistical Office
ECMEA  European members of CMEA
EEETE  East European Type Economy
ETN  CMEA trade nomenclature (*edinaia tovarnaia nomenklatura*)
   ETN 1  Machinery and equipment
   ETN 2  Fuels, mineral raw materials and metals
   ETN 3  Chemical products, fertilizer and rubber
   ETN 4  Construction materials
   ETN 5  Agricultural raw materials (except for food products)
   ETN 6  Live animals
   ETN 7  Raw materials for the production of food commodities
   ETN 8  Food products
   ETN 9  Manufactured consumer goods
ftei  foreign trade efficiency indicators
fto  foreign trade organization
ftp  foreign trade price
gft  gains from trade
IBEC  International Bank for Economic Cooperation
IIB  International Investment Bank
IPB  Independent Price Basis (*sobstvennaia baza tsen*)
MCUVI  Multiple Constrained Unit Value Indices
MTE  Market Type Economy
MFT  Ministry of Foreign Trade
NBTT  net barter terms of trade
SFTT  single factorial terms of trade
SITC  Standard International Trade Classification
SSC  ‘super’ standing commissions
STE  Soviet Type Economy
uvi  unit value indices
wmp  world market price
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An explanation of the system of abbreviations and translation used in the footnotes

Most of the translated material referred to in the notes comes from the US Joint Publications Research Service (JPRS) Translations on East European Foreign Trade (TEEFT) and (for translations after August 1968) the JPRS Translations on East European Economic and Industrial Affairs (TEEEIA). In most libraries JPRS translations are stored on microcards and catalogued according to the number given them in the Monthly Catalogue of US Government Publications (MCUSGP). MCUSGP numbers begin with ‘1’ each year, therefore the complete number includes the year the catalogue was published.

Footnotes to these sources are of the following form. After giving the title (available only in English; sometimes this is not the exact title, but more in the nature of a headline to the English translation) and original source, the JPRS translation is identified, as well as the pages in that particular JPRS issue which contain the translation. Then the MCUSGP number is given, followed by a slash and the year of the catalogue. Finally, if particular pages in the translation are being cited, they are placed at the end of the note. After the translated name of the journal, citations to all journals in foreign languages include the name of the country in which the journal is published. Abbreviations used are:

Bu  – Bulgaria
Cz  – Czechoslovakia
DDR – East Germany
Hu  – Hungary
Po  – Poland
Ru  – Rumania
SU  – Soviet Union

Several Soviet journals are so frequently cited that it would be redundant to constantly translate their names. The following journals will be cited only in their Russian titles:

Ekonomicheskaia gazeta (Economics Gazette)
Vneshniaia torgovlia (Foreign Trade)
Voprosy ekonomiki (Questions of Economics)

The Library of Congress transliteration system (without diacritical marks) is used throughout.